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Abstract—Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) typically suffer from overfitting when limited training data is available. To facilitate

GAN training, current methods propose to use data-specific augmentation techniques. Despite the effectiveness, it is difficult for these

methods to scale to practical applications. In this article, we present ScoreMix, a novel and scalable data augmentation approach for

various image synthesis tasks. We first produce augmented samples using the convex combinations of the real samples. Then, we

optimize the augmented samples by minimizing the norms of the data scores, i.e., the gradients of the log-density functions. This

procedure enforces the augmented samples close to the data manifold. To estimate the scores, we train a deep estimation network with

multi-scale score matching. For different image synthesis tasks, we train the score estimation network using different data. We do not

require the tuning of the hyperparameters or modifications to the network architecture. The ScoreMix method effectively increases the

diversity of data and reduces the overfitting problem. Moreover, it can be easily incorporated into existing GAN models with minor

modifications. Experimental results on numerous tasks demonstrate that GAN models equipped with the ScoreMix method achieve

significant improvements.

Index Terms—Generative adversarial networks, image synthesis, data augmentation, few-shot image-to-image translation

Ç

1 INTRODUCTION

IN recent years, Generative Adversarial Networks
(GANs) [1] have shown much progress in numerous

image synthesis tasks. However, current GAN-based meth-
ods [2], [3], [4] heavily rely on vast quantities of training
data. Large-scale training datasets, e.g., the CelebA [5] and
FFHQ [6] datasets, are necessary for these methods to
achieve state-of-the-art results. When the amount of data is
limited, recent findings [7], [8] reveal that GANs easily over-
fit the training set. This issue leads to drastically degraded
results in scenarios where collecting sufficient training data
is infeasible. Hence, improving the generalization of GANs
to the data-limited regime is practically important to the
image synthesis tasks.

To tackle the overfitting problem, some recent approaches
develop data augmentation schemes [7], [8], [9], [10] tailored
for GANs. These schemes use a set of hand-crafted image
processing operations (e.g., random cropping, scaling, and
color jittering) to augment the training samples. They combine
these operations with adaptive [7] or automatic [8] strategies.

For some specific tasks [8], these methods can train GANs
effectively with hundreds of samples, allowing decent
performances.

However, the current methods have some intrinsic limi-
tations: First, these methods are difficult to generalize across
datasets. The reason is that domain knowledge is integrated
into the hand-crafted augmentation operations of these
methods. Such knowledge is valid only for some specific
data. For instance, the color distortion strategies for horse
images are not suitable for zebra images. Second, these
methods include a large number of hyperparameters that
require fine-tuning on specific training data. Note that
unsuitable choices of the hyperparameters are even harmful
to model training [7], [11]. Fine-tuning these hyperpara-
meters, however, is prohibitively expensive due to the large
search space. To reduce the computational burden, current
methods assign fixed values to most of the hyperparameters
based on their experience. Due to these issues, training
GANs with limited data in real-world scenarios remains
challenging.

To facilitate training GANs with limited data, we pro-
pose a mixing-based augmentation strategy named Score-
Mix. As illustrated in Fig. 1, given a data distribution pdata,
we first take a convex combination of two training samples
as the mixed sample x0. Then, we optimize x0 by minimizing
the L2 norm of its Stein score [12]. The Stein score of a sam-
ple, denoted as rlog pdataðxÞ, is the gradients of the logarith-
mic distribution function with respect to data. During the
optimization process, the mixed sample x0 gradually moves
towards the manifold of data distribution. Under mild
assumptions, for the solution x�, the density probability
pdataðx�Þ has the maximal value in some local neighborhood
around the mixed sample x0. This means the augmented
sample x� has the maximum likelihood that belongs to the
data distribution.
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To estimate the Stein scores of samples, we build a deep
estimation network using the denoising score matching
method [13]. During the training stage, the estimation net-
work learns to predict the Stein scores of the samples per-
turbed by multi-scale random noises. The minimal noise
level is negligible, so that the network can accurately predict
the Stein scores of the real samples. We do not introduce
any domain knowledge in the training process. Hence, the
proposed method is general-purpose in nature. For different
image synthesis tasks, we train the score estimation network
only with the given training data. Moreover, the proposed
method does not require any modifications to the hyper-
parameters or network architectures.

The ScoreMix method can be incorporated into the GAN
models easily. We only need to modify how these methods
feed training data. In addition, our approach is fully com-
patible with existing augmentation methods [8], [14], [15],
[16], [17].

We evaluate the proposed method on several image syn-
thesis tasks. Extensive experiments are conducted on the
FFHQ dataset [6], the ImageNet dataset [15], MetFace data-
set [7], and AFHQ dataset [18]. The results demonstrate that
the GAN models equipped with the ScoreMix method
achieve significant improvements. Notably, we apply the
proposed method to one-shot image-to-image translation
tasks, where a single training sample is available for each
image domain. We also compare against the state-of-the-art
mixing-based augmentation methods [19], [20], [21], and
show that the proposed ScoreMix method performs favor-
ably regarding both quantitative evaluations and human
evaluations.

The main contributions are summarized as follows:

� We present a score-based data augmentation method
scalable to various image synthesis tasks. The aug-
mented samples diversify training data without per-
turbing the data distribution. Our method reduces
the overfitting problem, facilitating the training of
GANs with limited data.

� We achieve significant improvements in multiple
image synthesis tasks. We produce plausible results
with a small amount of training data. In addition,
the proposed method works decently in one-shot
image synthesis.

This paper is an extension of our previous conference
paper [22]. The major improvements over the preliminary

one are in three-folds: (1) The proposed data augmentation
method can be applied to general image synthesis tasks. The
previous approach is effective only for the image-to-image
translation tasks. (2) This work proposes to produce aug-
mented samples with score-based optimization. Moreover,
we build a score estimation network based on multi-scale
denoising score matching. This approach ensures that the
augmented samples are close to the data manifold. In con-
trast, the previous approach produces augmented samples
by linearly interpolating the real training samples. (3) Our
approach does not rely on specific designs of the underlying
GAN model. Thus, our approach facilitates the training of
various GANs. The previous approach, however, requires a
predefined content-preserving loss for augmentation.

2 RELATED WORK

2.1 Data Augmentation

Numerous methods have been developed to increase the
amount of data for training deep learning models without
overfitting. To name a few, Lecun et al. [14] use the affine
transformations, including translation, scaling, and shear-
ing, in handwritten character recognition; Bengio et al. [23]
introduce the transformations that degrade images (e.g.,
Gaussian noise, salt and pepper noise, and motion blur) for
augmentation; Krizhevsky et al. [15] apply random crop-
ping, horizontal flipping, and color jittering to train deep
networks. Using these content-preserving transformations
has become a routine data pre-processing step.

The strategies mentioned above can effectively diver-
sify the training data, but the hyperparameters require
data-specific tuning, which is non-trivial in practice.
Note that an unsuitable augmentation setting even hurts
model performance [7], [11]. Some methods [24], [25],
[26], [27] propose to automatically search the optimal
hyperparameters for generic augmentation operations.
However, these methods are prohibitively expensive in
many practical settings.

The mixing-based augmentation methods [19], [20], [21],
[28], [29], [30], [31], [32], [33], [34] use the combinations of
real samples to generate virtual training samples. These
methods can regularize the models from the overfitting
problem and improve generalization. The mixup
method [19] is one of the most widely used approaches,
which uses linear interpolations for augmentation. This
method is easy to implement and requires neglectable com-
putation. However, the augmented samples look unnatural
and exhibit visible artifacts, which may confuse the training
model. Recent approaches have proposed various improved
mixing-based methods. Guo et al. [33] present an adaptive
mixing policy to reduce the generation of degraded data.
The CutMix method [20] augments samples by cutting and
pasting image patches within a data batch. The PuzzleMix
method [31] proposes to search for an optimal mask, which
reveals the most salient objects in the real images, for data
mixing. Dabouei et al. [30] present the SuperMix method,
which uses the knowledge from a teacher network for data
augmentation. The AugMix method [21] proposes a chain
of augmentation operations and enforces that the aug-
mented image is similar to the original one. Though the
existing mixing-based methods have demonstrated notable

Fig. 1. Illustration of the proposed data augmentation method. Given two
data points x1 and x2, we first take the convex combination of the two
poinst as the mixed sample x0. Then, we optimize the mixed sample with
a score estimation network. The optimization strategy enfores the mixed
sample to move to the high-density regions of the data distribution.
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improvements, most methods generate augmented samples
that drift off the data manifold. Using such augmented sam-
ples might lead to degraded image quality for the image
synthesis tasks. To address this issue, we propose to gener-
ate the mixed data with the maximum likelihood that
belongs to the real data distribution.

2.2 Data-Efficient GANs

GANs [1] are one of the most popular generative models.
This method has been successfully applied to many com-
puter vision applications. In particular, the GAN-based
methods [35], [36], [37], [38] significantly improve the visual
quality and diversity of the synthesized images. The state-
of-the-art GAN models [3], [4], [6] yield impressive synthe-
sis results on large-scale datasets. However, a fundamental
challenge exists: the generalization ability and training sta-
bility of GANs are limited, especially in the data-limited
regime.

These issues can be mitigated by collecting a large
amount of data. But this can be prohibitively expensive or
implausible. Hence, some efforts [7], [8], [9], [10], [39], [40]
have recently been made to augment training data for
GANs. Karras et al. [7] propose an adaptive data augmenta-
tion scheme for the discriminator. During training, this
scheme controls the augmentation strength based on the
degree of overfitting. The DiffAug method [8] introduces
differentiable augmentation operations, which regularize
GANs and improve the training stability. Tran et al. [10]
propose an augmentation framework with invertible trans-
formations. They also provide theoretical analysis to prove
this approach preserves the Jensen-Shannon divergence of
original GANs. These methods reduce the overfitting prob-
lem and render some plausible results. However, they use
data-specific augmentation operations. Recent studies [7],
[8], [11] show that these methods are sensitive to the choices
of datasets, training methods, and network architectures. In
this work, we propose a scalable data augmentation method
for GAN training. The proposed augmentation method does
not require data-specific tuning of hyperparameters. For dif-
ferent image synthesis tasks, we retrain the score estimation
network, which guides the augmentation process.

The adaption-based approaches [41], [42], [43], [44], [45],
[46], [47] train GANs with external datasets as an alternative
to the target dataset. Liu et al. [41] first learn a semantically
related generation model and then adapt it to the target
domain. To deal with the content loss problem, Saito et al.
[42] propose the content-conditioned style encoder. More-
over, several adaption-based methods focus on generating
specific images, including faces [43], [44], scenes [45],
human bodies [46], [47], etc. Despite the effectiveness, these
approaches require additional image collection. They also
assume that the external dataset and target dataset share a
great similarity. In this paper, the proposed method trains
GANs without any additional training data.

A recent work by Tseng et al. [17] proposes the LeCam-
divergence (LC) regularization to improve the generaliza-
tion of GANs trained with limited data. They impose the
LC regularization on the training objective of the discrimi-
nator. The strategy can be easily added to the GAN training
pipeline. While in this work, we propose to improve the

training of GANs by augmenting the data, which is orthogo-
nal to the LC regularization. We show that applying the LC
regularization to the training process of our method brings
additional improvements (later in our experiments).

Some recent approaches [48], [49], [50], [50], [51], [52],
[53] investigate the one-shot image synthesis task (a.k.a,
single image generation). These methods learn a genera-
tion model from one sample for each image domain. The
one-shot generation methods typically compute the inter-
nal statistics of patches within the training sample for
model training. Several methods use domain knowledge
and solve specific one-shot tasks, e.g., texture synthesis [49]
and image super-resolution [48]. Towards generalized
one-shot image synthesis, Shocher et al. [50] present
InGAN, a unified model for various tasks and data types.
Shaham et al. [51] train a pyramid of GANs using a multi-
scale pipeline. They produce synthesized results with a
coarse-to-fine model inference. Hinz et al. [52] propose a
rescaling approach to reduce training time and a refine-
ment method to improve image quality. To encourage con-
tent preservation, the SinCUT method [53] introduces a
path-based contrastive learning scheme. In this work, the
proposed data augmentation method is powerfully com-
plementary to these approaches. Using the proposed
method renders better results in the one-shot image syn-
thesis tasks in our experiments.

2.3 Score-Based Generative Model

The score-based generative models [54], [55], [56] represent
data distributions through scores, the vector fields which
reflect the gradients of the likelihood of data. Similar to
GANs, these models can produce high-quality images. They
have proven highly effective in multiple image synthesis
tasks. Song and Ermon [54] propose to train a neural network
to estimate the scores of data. Then, they sample synthesized
images using Langevin dynamics. Following this line of
research, Song and Ermon [55] later improve the sampling
process with a set of techniques that effectively estimate the
noise scales from training data. Ho et al. [57] model the
image sampling procedure as a reverse diffusion process.
Then, Song et al. [56] integrate previous methods into a uni-
fied framework with stochastic differential equations. In this
work, we train a deep score estimation model for data aug-
mentation. Note that in the sampling process, we use the
mixed image as initialization and produce the synthesized
image with gradient-based optimization. These differences
distinguish our approach from the discussedmethods.

3 PROPOSED METHOD

The remainder of this section is organized as follows. Sec-
tion 3.1 presents the overall data augmentation pipeline. In
Section 3.2, we introduce the proposed score-based aug-
mentation function. In Section 3.3, we describe how to train
the score estimation network. Section 3.4 provides a com-
prehensive comparison between our approach and existing
mixing-based methods.

3.1 Overall Augmentation Pipeline

GANs [1] aim to model a data distribution pdata with a gen-
erator and a discriminator. GAN training is a two-player
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game: the generator learns to generate samples that resem-
ble the real samples, whereas the discriminator learns to
discriminate between the real and fake samples. Formally,
the objective function of GANs can be formulated as

min
G

max
D

Ex½logDðxÞ� þEz½log ð1�DðGðzÞÞÞ�; (1)

where x 2 Rn is drawn from pdata, and z is drawn from a
prior distribution. We use G and D to denote the generator
and discriminator, respectively. Given a small training data-
set, the discriminator D is prone to overfit the real samples.
If this happens, the GAN training will collapse quickly since
D does not provide useful supervision.

To address this issue, we propose a mixing-based data
augmentation strategy. For unconditional GANs, as illus-
trated in Fig. 2a, we create augmented samples using the
combinations of real samples. D regards the augmented
samples as the ground truth data during training. When
G conditions on the real sample, as shown in Fig. 2b, we
augment the input data for G. We use this strategy for
practical applications such as image-to-image translation
tasks.

The core component of the augmentation strategy is the
mixing function. It increases the diversity of training data
and prevents overfitting. Recall that one of the most classi-
cal mixing-based augmentation strategies is the mixup
method [19], which uses the linear interpolation of samples.
Concretely, given two real samples x1; x2 � pdata, its mixing
function can be formulated as

x0 ¼ fmixupðx1; x2Þ ¼ � � x1 þ ð1� �Þ � x2; (2)

where � 2 ½0; 1� is the interpolation weight sampled from
the Beta distribution, i.e., � � Betaða;aÞ with a 2 ð0;þ1Þ
being a hyperparameter. As mentioned in Section 2.1,
the mixup method may introduce characteristic image
artifacts, leading to manifold intrusion. In the following,
we introduce the proposed mixing function to address
this issue.

3.2 ScoreMix Augmentation

We first introduce the notion of the Stein score. According to
Stein’s method [12], given a smooth data distribution pdata
supported on the set of real numbers, we define the Stein

score of a sample x � pdata as follows:

Spdata
ðxÞ :¼ rxpdataðxÞ=pðxÞ ¼ rxlog pdataðxÞ: (3)

Equation (3) shows that the Stein score can be interpreted
as the gradients of the logarithmic distribution function
with respect to data. Here we assume that a deep neural net-
work Su can estimate the Stein score (discussed later in Sec-
tion 3.3). Given two real samples x1 and x2, we compute the
initial value x0 using the mixup method [19] by Equation (2).
Then, we search for x� with the following objective:

x� ¼ argmin
x2Uðx0Þ

kSuðxÞk22 :¼ fscoremixðx0;SuÞ; (4)

where k�k22 denotes the euclidean L2 norm. We use the gra-
dient descent method to solve Equation (4). The solution x�

is a stationary point of the logarithmic distribution function
log pdataðxÞ. This implies x� is also a stationary point of the
distribution function pdataðxÞ. Since x0 produced from the
mixup method is close to the manifold of pdata [58], x� is a
local maximum almost surely. Hence, the augmented
sample x� has the maximum likelihood that belongs to pdata
in a local neighborhood.

In Equation (4), the initial value x0 provides a strong
image prior, which prevents the score-based model from
producing samples that deviate from the real samples. This
is particularly useful when the training data is insufficient.
Moreover, using x0 as initialization accelerates the augmen-
tation process. This allows the score estimation network to
optimize an augmented sample from an intermediate result,
which is significantly faster than the initialization with ran-
dom noise in the existing methods (e.g., [54], [55], [56]).

The proposed ScoreMix augmentation follows the Vici-
nal Risk Minimization principle [59]. Similar to the mixup
method [19], given a training data set D, we optimize the
empirical vicinal risk. Concretely, we define the vicinity dis-
tribution n as follows:

nðx�jxiÞ¼ 1

n

Xn
j

E
�
d x�¼fscoremixð� � xi þ ð1� �Þ � xj;SuÞ
� �� �

¼ 1

n

Xn
j

E
�
d x�¼fscoremixðx0;SuÞ
� �� �

; (5)

Fig. 2. Overall pipeline of training Generative Adversarial Networks with the proposed ScoreMix method. The noise input to the generator is omitted
for simplicity. We synthesize augmented samples with a score-based mixing function (Section 3.2). (a) For unconditional image synthesis, we provide
the discriminator with the augmented samples as ground truth. (b) For image-to-image translation, we feed the original samples and augmented sam-
ples to the generator.
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where dðx�¼xÞ is a Dirac mass centered at x. Compared
with the mixup method, our approach produces augmented
samples closer to the training data distribution. This is
because fscoremix produces a local maximum of the distribu-
tion, which implies that pdataðx�Þ � pdataðx0Þ.

Algorithm 1 shows the main steps to augment training
data with the proposed method. We use Equation (2) to
compute initial values and then use Equation (4) to push
the initialized augmented samples towards the real data
manifold. The proposed augmentation method can be
plugged into existing GAN-based methods without chang-
ing the underlying algorithms.

Algorithm 1. The ScoreMix Augmentation Method

Input: Image samples x1 and x2;
Score estimation network Su;
Learning rate h, optimization step N ;
Distribution Betaða;aÞ.

Output: Augmented sample x�.
1 Sample interpolation weight � � Betaða;aÞ;
2 Compute the mixed sample x0 ¼ � � x1 þ ð1� �Þ � x2;
3 Initialize x x0, and i 0;
4 while i < N do
5 Calculate loss Lðx�Þ ¼ kSuðx�Þk22;
6 Calculate gradientrx�Lðx�Þ;
7 x�  x� � h � rx�Lðx�Þ;
8 i iþ 1;
9 end
10 return x�

3.3 Score Estimation Network

We build a score estimation network Su to estimate the Stein
score Spdata

ðxÞ. Following the idea of score matching [60],
we do not estimate pdataðxÞ first. Instead, we directly opti-
mize the network parameters u by minimizing

Ex½kSuðxÞ � rxlog pdataðxÞk22�; (6)

where we have x 2 Rn drawn from pdata. However, in Equa-
tion (6), the term rxlog pdataðxÞ is computationally intracta-
ble for real-world data distributions. To address this
problem, we use the denoising score matching (DSM)
method [13], which is robust in low-density data regions.
The DSM method perturbs training samples with a prior
distribution whose supports span the whole image space
Rn. This strategy enforces that the perturbed training data
distribution has full support over Rn. Hence, the score-
based model gets stable training signals [60] even in low-
density data regions.

Concretely, we perturb x with Gaussian noise Nð0; s2Þ
which has a zero mean and variance s2. Then, we use Su to
estimate the Stein score of the perturbed sample ~x. Let qs
denote the perturbed data distribution, and the objective
can be formulated

E~x½kSuuuuuuuð~xÞ � r~xlog qsð~x j xÞk22�; (7)

where we have ~x � qsð~x j xÞ ¼ N ðx; s2Þ. The objective is
tractable since we have r~xlog qsð~x j xÞ ¼ � 1

s2
� ð~x� xÞ. This

immediately implies that we can rewrite the objective as

E~x

h���Suuuuuuuð~xÞ þ
~x� x

s2

���
2

2

i
: (8)

We couldminimize Equation (8) to train the estimationnet-
work. The optimal solution Su� ðxÞ converges torxlog pdataðxÞ
as long as the noise variance s2 is small enough [13]. To train
the estimation network Su more efficiently, we propose to per-
turb the data samples with multi-scale Gaussian noises. Spe-
cifically, the variances of the multi-scale noises are a
geometric sequence fsigNi¼1, andwe have

sn ¼ s1 � gn�1; (9)

where g denotes the common ratio, and n 2 ½0; N�. Without
loss of generality, we assume that 0 < g < 1. Then, s1 has
the maximal value, and sN has the minimal value. On the
one hand, the perturbed sample with the minimal noise
scale is close enough to the real sample. We can regard
r~xlog qsN ð~x j xÞ as the Stein score of xwith negligible estima-
tion error. On the other hand, the Stein score of the per-
turbed samples with a larger noise scale is easier to
estimate. Hence, these samples help to stabilize the training
process. Concretely, we train the estimation network Su by
minimizing

LSCORE ¼
XN
i¼1

vi �E~x

h���Suuuuuuuð~x; siÞ � r~xlog qsð~x j xÞ
���
2

2

i

¼
XN
i¼1

s2
i �E~x

h���Suuuuuuuð~x; siÞ þ
~x� x

s2
i

���
2

2

i
; (10)

where ~x � qsið~x j xÞ ¼ N ðx; s2
i Þ. The score estimation net-

work Su conditions on the noise variation s2
i during train-

ing. Note that in Algorithm 1, we only sample the noises
with the minimal variation s2

N . The weighting term vi keeps
the expectation values in Equation (10) in the same order of
magnitude, which is beneficial for model training [55].

We scale the pixel values of samples to the range ½0; 1�
and set sN ¼ 0:01. We set the value of s1 to the maximum
euclidean distance between all pairs of training samples.
One may determine the value of the common ratio g using
the heuristic rules proposed by Song et al. [55]. However,
we simply use g ¼ 0:99 and find this setting works well in
the following experiments.

3.4 Comparison With Existing Methods

In this subsection, we show the advantages of the ScoreMix
method by making comparisons with previous mixing-
based methods:

� The proposed ScoreMix method does not require any
data-specific hyperparameter tuning. In contrast,
previous methods such as AugMix [21] build data
augmentation pipelines consisting of numerous
hyperparameters. These hyperparameters need to be
tuned for different tasks. Otherwise, the augmenta-
tion methods may even hurt model performance.

� We do not rely on any pre-trained model during
training. Instead, we first train a score estimation
network and then use it to guide the augmentation
process. Methods like SaliencyMix [32] and Puzzle
Mix [31] generate augmented data with the guidance
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of a pre-trained saliency detection model. But how to
obtain an accurate saliency detection model in the
data-limited regime remains a challenging problem.
The requirement of accurate pre-trained models hin-
ders the application of these methods in real-world
scenarios.

� We do not require any human annotations for data
augmentation. That means the ScoreMix method is
readily applicable to unsupervised image synthesis
tasks. In contrast, the SuperMix method [30] and
hardmix method [34] improve the data augmenta-
tion strategies with label information, which may be
expensive or difficult to obtain in practice.

Fig. 3 shows some examples of the augmented results
from our approach and several existing methods [19], [20],
[21]. The example from the mixup method [19] exhibits
characteristic artifacts. Two cats in the augmented image
are displaced in relation to each other. For the CutMix
method [20], it is easy to notice the edges of the pasted
patch, and the augmented image looks unrealistic. We note
that the mixup and CutMix methods augment samples
using image arithmetic operations (e.g., addition and multi-
plication), which inevitably produces unrealistic details.
The AugMix method [21] aims to generate augmented
images without deviating too much from the original ones.
However, the augmented result seems to be too similar to
the original image. By contrast, the example from our
approach is distinguished from the original image. We find
that the fur color and pupil shape of the cat are changed.
Our approach also subtly changes the shape of the stripes
on the forehead of the cat. Moreover, our result expresses
natural textures and details.

4 EXPERIMENTS AND ANALYSIS

4.1 Implementation Details

To generate the augmented sample x�, we use the Adam
optimizer with a learning rate of 0.005 and linear decay
scheduling. We use 100 gradient descent steps for the

optimization and then finetune x� by score-based denoising.
The score estimation network optimizes x� and approxi-
mates the denoising process at t0 ¼ 0:25. Similar to the
mixup method [19], we set the hyperparameter a ¼ 0:2 for
the beta distribution. We use these settings for all the experi-
ments without hyperparameter tuning.

We build the score estimation network following the
architecture design in [54]. Specifically, we adopt the Refine-
Net [61] architecture and use the conditional instance nor-
malization [62] for every convolutional layer. To train the
score estimation network, we use the Adam optimizer with
a learning rate of 1e-4. The training batch size is set to 32.

4.2 Datasets

In this section, we introduce the datasets used in the follow-
ing experiments.

The Flickr-Faces-HQ (FFHQ) dataset [6] is a benchmark
dataset for unconditional image synthesis. This dataset con-
sists of 70 thousand high-quality human face images with
considerable variations. The images are numbered from 0 to
69,999, and we use the first one thousand images for model
training.

The ImageNet dataset [15] consists of various images
organized into 1,000 classes. It is a standard benchmark for
conditional image synthesis. In this work, we train the gen-
eration models with 10% training images per class.

The MetFace dataset [7] consists of human face images
from the Metropolitan Museum of Art. There are 1,336 man-
ually selected images which depict artworks such as paint-
ings, drawings, and statues. In the following, we train the
models with the first one thousand images.

The Animal Faces-HQ v2 (AFHQ) dataset [18] pro-
vides animal faces of three domains: cat, dog, and wild-
life. Each category contains about 5,000 images. Choi
et al. [18] split this dataset into 14,336 samples for train-
ing and 1,467 samples for testing. We randomly choose
500 training images for each class, which is about 10% of
the full training set.

4.3 Unconditional Image Synthesis

We first verify the proposed ScoreMix method by uncondi-
tional image synthesis. In this task, we train GANs to map
random noise to image samples. We use the StyleGAN2 [3]
as the baseline network, and the output resolution is 256	
256. We implement the baseline using the released source
codes.1

We evaluate the quality of synthesized images using
Fr�echet Inception Distance (FID) [63] and Kernel Inception
Distance (KID) [64]. The FID metric measures the Wasser-
stein distance between two image sets. We use the FID score
between the real images and the synthesized images to eval-
uate the sample quality: a lower score indicates better
results. The KID metric measures the squared maximum
mean discrepancy between the representations of the real
and synthesized image sets. Similarly, a lower KID indicates
that the results are better.

In the experiments, we find that the GAN training is
unstable when the training data is limited. The FID score

Fig. 3. Visual comparison of the augmented images. Mixup [19], Cut-
Mix [20], and ScoreMix (ours) sythesize the augmented images using
the combinations of inputs x1 and x2. AugMix [21] generates the aug-
mented image with input x1. The input images are from the AFHQ v2
dataset [18].

1. https://github.com/rosinality/stylegan2-pytorch
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starts to deteriorate after a certain number of training itera-
tions. That means the overfitting problem occurs. Then, the
generated samples become meaningless noises. Such obser-
vations are also reported in previous methods [4], [7], [8].
Hence, we perform the early stopping strategy to train all
the models. Specially, we compute the FID score every 100,
000 iterations during training. The training is stopped when
the FID score increases in five consecutive epochs. Then, we
use the training snapshot with the best FID score for
evaluation.

Ablation: Augmentation Ratio. We aim to determine the
optimal amount of augmented data. Intuitively, this amount
depends on the amount of real data. Hence, we study the
effect of the augmentation ratio m, i.e., the ratio of aug-
mented to real data. In this ablation study, we investigate
the following two cases:

� The augmentation ratio m is static. We produce the
augmented data before the training starts. The amount
of training data increases by a factor of (mþ 1).

� The augmentation ratio m grows during training. We
augment the training batch with a certain probability
at each iteration. The amount of augmented data will
increase as the training goes on. Considering that the
number of training iterations is huge, we assume the
augmentation ratio approaches infinity.

The results are shown in Fig. 4. Overall, GANs benefit
from augmented training data. We observe that the FID
scores improve, and most of the training processes become
more stable. These results show that augmented data can
improve model performance. Models with a growing aug-
mentation ratio still collapse quickly. One possible reason is
that the amount of augmented data is overwhelming. The
models have to neglect the real data to minimize the train-
ing loss. This phenomenon indicates that too many aug-
mented samples is not helpful to model training.

The model with a larger static augmentation ratio ren-
ders better results, but we observe diminishing returns in
terms of sample quality. When we crease augmentation
ratio m from 0 to 10, the FID score decreases from 58.10 to
24.21. Whereas, increasing m to 100 only makes the FID

score 1.31 lower. To balance the trade-off between sample
quality and computational cost, we set m ¼ 10 for the fol-
lowing tasks.

Ablation: Baseline Model. In this ablation study, we inves-
tigate whether the proposed method consistently improves
model performance across different baseline models or not.
Specifically, we consider the following two types of
variants:

� Baselines with different model capacity. We change
the network architecture to increase/reduce model
capacity. Concretely, we double/halve the network
width (the number of feature channels).

� Baselines with additional augmentation method. We
add the DiffAug method [8], which consists of a fam-
ily of the traditional augmentation operations [14],
[15], [23], to the augmentation pipeline.

The evaluation results of the variants are shown in
Table 1. We use the subscript wider/narrower to indicate
more/fewer feature channels. For all the variants of base-
lines, the proposed ScoreMix method significantly improves
model performance. In addition, combining our approach
with the DiffAug method [8] yields further performance
gain. StyleGAN2wider performs the best among different net-
work architectures. This shows that increasing model capac-
ity leads to better results if we augment the training data
properly. The variant (e), i.e., wider StyleGAN model + Dif-
fAug + ScoreMix, achieves the best FID score. In the follow-
ing, we consider this variant as the baseline method for
unconditional image synthesis unless otherwise specified.

Evaluation Results. We evaluate the proposed ScoreMix
method against existing mixing-based approaches, includ-
ing the mixup [19], CutMix [20], and AugMix [21] methods.
Note that for the mixup and CutMix methods, we use them
to augment both the real and fake samples for the discrimi-
nator. This strategy is necessary for them to avoid the leak-
ing problem [7].

Table 2 reports the FID and KID scores evaluated on the
FFHQ [3] and MetFace [7] datasets. The score-based models
achieve better FID/KID scores than the GAN model [3]
under the 1 K data setting. This provides empirical evidence
that the score-based methods are more robust in data-lim-
ited regimes. Our approach, combining the score-based
data augmentation with GANs, performs best in terms of
FID and KID on both datasets.

In addition, ScoreMixLC combines the proposed method
with the LC regularization in our prior work [17], and

Fig. 4. Ablation of the augmentation ratio m. We train the StyleGAN2
model [3] with the proposed ScoreMix method on the FFHQ dataset [6]
under 1 K data setting. We compute Fr�echet Inception Distance [63]
(FID, lower is better) during training.

TABLE 1
Ablation of Baseline Method

Network Preprocessing method FID#
(a) StyleGAN2 [3] none 58.11 / 24.21
(b) StyleGAN2narrower none 55.91 / 25.04
(c) StyleGAN2wider none 64.38 / 23.76

(d) StyleGAN2 [3] DiffAug [8] 26.63 / 21.13
(e) StyleGAN2narrower DiffAug [8] 29.62 / 21.26
(f) StyleGAN2wider DiffAug [8] 26.13 / 19.41

We train different baselines on the FFHQ dataset [3] under 1 K data setting. We
report FID [63] (lower is better). The former/later number in the table cell
denotes the FID score of the baseline method without/with the proposed scheme.
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ScoreMixADA combines the proposed method with the adap-
tive discriminator augmentation (ADA) method [7]. The
comparison results in Table 2 show that appending the reg-
ularization method in [17] or [7] to ScoreMix both leads to
further improvements in quantitative metrics.

We visualize some samples synthesized by different
methods in Fig. 5. Our synthesized results are diverse and
contain fewer artifacts. This indicates the generated distri-
bution of our results is similar to the real distribution.

Table 3 shows the FID [63] scores with different amounts
of training data (from 70 K to 1 K) on the FFHQ dataset [3].
The results show that our approaches consistently improve
the baseline method under all the data settings. As the num-
ber of training samples increases, the baseline method bene-
fits less from our approach. However, under the 70 K
setting, ScoreMix still improves the FID score by 5.3% (4.56
! 4.32).

TABLE 2
Unconditional Image Synthesis Results of Different Methods on
the FFHQ [3] and MetFace [7] Datasets Under 1 K Data Setting

Method FFHQ-1 K MetFace-1 K

FID # KID	103 # FID # KID	103 #
GAN: StyleGAN2 [3] 58.11 40.32 64.58 40.60
score-based: NCSNv2 [55] 38.20 21.73 44.56 19.48
score-based: SMLD [56] 31.23 17.19 35.70 13.71

Baseline: [3] + [8] 26.13 14.56 34.60 13.87
Baseline + mixup [19] 25.25 13.87 31.93 11.81
Baseline + CutMix [20] 24.72 13.37 30.11 12.27
Baseline + AugMix [21] 22.95 9.46 25.91 6.53

Baseline + ScoreMix 19.41 5.65 22.13 4.51
Baseline + ScoreMixADA 18.74 4.38 19.12 2.97
Baseline + ScoreMixLC 18.29 3.91 19.42 3.35

We report FID [63] (lower is better) and KID [64] (lower is better). ScoreMix
is our proposed method. ScoreMixLC and ScoreMixADA combine it with the
regularization methods in [17] and [7], respectively.

Fig. 5. Unconditional FFHQ [3] (photographs) and MetFace [7] (portrait painting) samples generated by different methods under 1 K data setting. We
use the StyleGAN2 model [3] with the DiffAug scheme [8] as the baseline. The results are synthesized by the baseline, baseline + mixup [19], base-
line + CutMix [20], baseline + AugMix [21], and baseline + ScoreMix (ours).
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Computational Cost. The proposed ScoreMix method has a
reasonable computational cost. In our experiments, training
the baseline method (StyleGAN2 [3] + DiffAug [8]) takes
69.3 hours on 4 Tesla V100S GPUs. We follow the setting
in [7] that stops the GAN training when 25,000 k real sam-
ples are shown to the discriminator. The training that com-
bines the baseline method with our approach takes 76.0
hours, which increases the wall-clock time by around 9.5%.
In addition, we take about 120 hours to train the score esti-
mation network. During inference, our approach requires
no additional computational cost.

4.4 Class-Conditional Image Synthesis

We also evaluate the proposed method on class-conditional
image synthesis using the ImageNet dataset [65], where we
train GANs to produce samples with a specified class based
on a given label. Since labeled data is usually expensive to
collect, solving this conditional task with limited data is
important for practical applications. We use BigGAN [4]
with the DiffAug method [8] as the baseline. The output res-
olution is 128	 128. Note that we implement the baseline
method on GPU, and we reduce the training batch size to
512, which is 4 times less than the size in the original
work [4].

We use FID [63] and Inception Score (IS) [66] as quantita-
tive metrics. We sample generated samples with the trunca-
tion trick proposed in [4]. Similar to the unconditional
image synthesis task, a lower FID indicates a better perfor-
mance. IS measures the diversity and quality of synthesized
results using entropy. In this task, a higher IS score indicates
a better result.

Evaluation Results. We evaluate our approaches against
the mixing-based methods [19], [20], [21]. Table 4 reports
the FID and IS scores under 100%, 50%, 25%, and 10% data
settings. The comparison results show that our approaches
outperform the competing methods in terms of FID and IS.
The 10% data setting only has fewer than 130 training sam-
ples for each class. Such scarce training data leads to
degraded performance of the baseline method. However,
the proposed method significantly improves the model per-
formance. Similar to the results in unconditional image syn-
thesis, combining the proposed method with the LC
regularization [17] or adaptive discriminator augmentation
method [7] brings further performance gain. For instance,
ScoreMix improves the FID score by 50.3% (49.67 ! 24.67),
and ScoreMixLC further improves it by 8.8% (24.67! 22.51)
under the 10% data setting.

Fig. 6 shows the synthesized samples from the baseline
method and our approach. These results show that our
approach improves sample quality. It can be observed that
the samples from our approach have more plausible visual
details than those from the baseline method (e.g., wings of
the butterfly).

4.5 Image-to-Image Translation

Image-to-image translation (I2I) aims at learning the map-
ping from the source domain to the target domain. In the
following, we perform two specific unsupervised I2I tasks
in the data-limited regime.

4.5.1 Animal Face Translation

In this subsection, we change the species of the input animal
face (the source image). We consider the following two
types of translations: (1) reference-guided translation. Given
a reference animal face (the reference image), we extract a
style representation from it. Then, the generator mixes the
style with the content of the source image, producing the
translated result. (2) latent-guided translation. Given a one-
hot class label, we draw a latent code from a prior distribu-
tion conditioned on the label. The generator uses the latent
code as the style representation. For this task, we use Star-
GAN v2 [18] as the baseline method. It can perform both ref-
erence-guided translation and latent-guided translation.
The training objective is minimizing the combination of the
adversarial loss [1], style reconstruction loss [68], and style

TABLE 3
FID [63] Scores (Lower is Better) as a Function of Training Set

Size on the FFHQ [3] Dataset

Method 70 k 35 k 10 k 5 k 2 k 1 k

Baseline: [3] + [8] 4.56 5.85 8.85 13.44 17.93 26.13

Baseline + ScoreMix 4.32 5.36 7.57 10.46 13.45 19.41
Baseline + ScoreMixADA 4.25 5.19 7.08 9.84 12.61 18.74
Baseline + ScoreMixLC 4.29 5.03 6.85 9.54 12.04 18.29

ScoreMix is our proposed method. ScoreMixLC and ScoreMixADA combine it
with the regularization methods in [17] and [7], respectively.

TABLE 4
Class-Conditional Image Synthesis Results of Different Methods on the ImageNet Dataset [65]

Methods 100% data 50% data 25% data 10% data

FID # IS " FID # IS " FID # IS " FID # IS "
Baseline: [4] + [8] 9.08 91.82 12.88 83.27 17.10 62.15 49.67 21.30

Baseline + mixup [19] 9.01 91.19 12.70 84.05 16.63 64.30 42.19 25.41
Baseline + CutMix [20] 9.03 90.44 12.77 83.98 16.69 64.26 44.62 24.88
Baseline + AugMix [21] 8.86 92.31 12.46 85.12 16.07 66.56 38.76 28.25

Baseline + ScoreMix 8.60 94.37 11.85 87.09 15.12 71.31 24.67 37.48
Baseline + ScoreMixADA 8.55 98.17 11.78 89.69 14.91 76.23 24.03 40.33
Baseline + ScoreMixLC 8.42 95.55 11.36 87.14 14.43 76.74 22.51 41.12

We report FID [63] (lower is better) and IS [64] (higher is better). We implement BigGAN [4] on GPU with a training batch size of 512. ScoreMix is our pro-
posed method. ScoreMixLC and ScoreMixADA combine it with the regularization methods in [17] and [7], respectively.
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Fig. 6. Class-conditional ImageNet [65] samples generated under 10% data setting. We use the BigGANmodel [4] with the DiffAug scheme [8] as the
baseline. Applying our approach to the baseline method synthesize more realistic results.

Fig. 7. Diverse translation results on the AFHQ dataset [18]. Our model can learn to generate diverse high-quality results using only 10% data in the
training set.
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diversification loss [69]. The resolutions of the input and
output images are 256	 256. To implement the baseline, we
use the released official source codes.2

We evaluate the quality of synthesized images using
FID [63] and Learned Perceptual Image Patch Similarity
(LPIPS) [67]. The LPIPS score measures the diversity of
images using the L1 distance in the feature space. In this
task, the higher the LPIPS score, the better the synthe-
sized results is. We compute the FID and LPIPS scores
for every pair of the image domains (e.g., dog ! cat, cat
! dog). Since the AFHQ dataset provides 3 different
image domains, we compute these scores on 6 pairs of

domains. Then, we report the average values of the
scores as the evaluation metrics.

Evaluation Results. Given a single source image, we gener-
ate diverse results by multiple random reference images.
Fig. 7 shows diverse translation results by our method. We
observe that the synthesized images are obviously different
breeds of animals. Thatmeans our approach can generate dis-
tinctive styles. In addition, the synthesized images preserve
the content information such as pose and shape effectively.

We evaluate our method against existing mixing-based
approaches, including the mixup [19], CutMix [20], Aug-
Mix [21] and ReMix (our previous conference version [22])
schemes. Fig. 8 shows some translation results. The synthe-
sized images are supposed to preserve the low-level seman-
tics (e.g., pose and shape) of the source image and the high-

Fig. 8. Visual samples generated by different methods under 10 % data setting of the AFHQ dataset [18]. We use StarGAN v2 [18] as the baseline.
From left to right: the reference images, source images, baseline + mixup [19], baseline + CutMix [20], baseline + AugMix [21], baseline + ReMix [22],
and baseline + ScoreMix (ours).

2. https://github.com/clovaai/stargan-v2
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level semantics (e.g., color and fur) of the reference image.
The baseline model suffers from the overfitting problem
and generates some unrealistic texture details. Overall, the
proposed method synthesizes images with higher visual
quality than other schemes.

Table 5 shows the FID and LPIPS scores of the evaluated
methods. Our approach performs favorably against existing
augmentation methods in terms of the quantitative metrics.
The FID scores indicate that our results are more similar to
the real data. The LPIPS score of ScoreMix with 10% data is
even higher than that of the baseline with 100% data. These
results demonstrate that the proposed method is effective
for diverse and realistic image translation. Moreover, com-
bining our approach with additional schemes [7], [17] fur-
ther improves model performance. ScoreMixLC performs
the best among all the competing methods.

Table 6 presents the FID and LPIPS scores with different
amounts of training data. Under all the data settings, our
approaches provide notable performance improvements.
Even for the 100% data setting (about 14 K samples), our
approach is still particularly beneficial: ScoreMix improves the
FID score by 13.3% (16.18! 14.03) on latent-guided translation
and 23.2% (19.78! 15.19) on reference-guided translation.

4.5.2 One-Shot Image-to-Image Translation

In this subsection, we conduct I2I in the single image set-
ting. Some recent methods [50], [51], [53] have explored this

challenging setting: only one source image and one target
image are available for model training. Note that we do not
use the pre-trained model on external data like the adap-
tion-based I2I approaches [41], [42].

For this task, we use the official implementation3 of the
SinCUT method [53] as the baseline. This method trains the
I2I model in the patch-wise manner. Concretely, the input
image is randomly cropped into 16 patches. Then, these
patches are resized to 128	 128 for model training. The
translation model takes these patches as a batch of training
data. The training is with the standard augmentation opera-
tions such as random scaling and horizontal flipping. In
addition, we use the proposed ScoreMix method to increase
the diversity of training image patches. During the test
stage, the translation model takes the full resolution image
as the input. This approach can translate a single image of
arbitrary size.

Weuse Single Image Fr�echet InceptionDistance (SIFID) [51]
to evaluate the synthesized results. This metric calculates the
FID score between the internal distributions of two images.
We extract the features using the Inception-v3 network [70].
Similar to the FID score, a lower SIFID score between the syn-
thesized image and target image indicates a better result.

Evaluation Results. Fig. 9 shows some translation results
and the corresponding SIFID scores. We use the collected

TABLE 5
Fr�echet Inception Distance (FID, Lower is Better) and Learned Perceptual Image Patch Similarity (LPIPS, Higher is Better) of Differ-

ent Methods on the AFHQ Dataset [18]

Method Latent-guided translaion Reference-guided translation

100% data 10% data 100% data 10% data

FID# LPIPS" FID # LPIPS " FID # LPIPS " FID # LPIPS "
Baseline: StarGAN
v2 [18]

16.18 0.450 45.12 0.428 19.78 0.432 39.23 0.407

Baseline +mixup [19] 16.02 0.454 28.15 0.450 18.51 0.453 28.12 0.439
Baseline +
CutMix [20]

15.98 0.453 41.36 0.444 17.24 0.449 26.33 0.442

Baseline +
AugMix [21]

15.72 0.443 41.36 0.425 16.98 0.434 23.80 0.411

Baseline + DiffAug [8] 15.79 0.468 25.11 0.460 16.89 0.477 23.02 0.459

Baseline + ReMix [22] 15.26 0.482 21.82 0.472 16.03 0.480 22.92 0.458
Baseline + ScoreMix 14.03 0.470 20.49 0.464 15.19 0.484 21.51 0.460
Baseline +
ScoreMixADA

14.18 0.479 19.20 0.469 14.83 0.485 20.14 0.461

Baseline + ScoreMixLC 13.16 0.482 18.83 0.474 14.11 0.485 17.99 0.466

ScoreMix is our proposed method. ScoreMixLC and ScoreMixADA combine it with the regularization methods in [17] and [7], respectively.

TABLE 6
FID [63] (Lower is Better) and LPIPS [67] (Higher is Better) as a Function of Training Set Size on the AFHQ [3] Dataset

Method Latent-guided translaion Reference-guided translation

100% data 50% data 25% data 10% data 100% data 50% data 25% data 10% data

Baseline: [3] + [8] 16.18 19.54 28.34 45.12 19.78 22.76 28.11 39.23
Baseline + ScoreMix 14.03 15.42 18.76 20.49 15.19 17.09 18.30 21.51
Baseline + ScoreMixADA 14.18 15.79 18.51 19.20 14.83 16.69 17.70 20.14
Baseline + ScoreMixLC 13.16 14.77 17.11 18.83 14.11 15.88 16.57 17.99

ScoreMix is the proposed method. ScoreMixLC and ScoreMixADA combine it with the regularization methods in [17] and [7], respectively.

3. https://github.com/taesungp/contrastive-unpaired-translation
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source and target images from Luan et al. [71]. The translated
images are supposed to preserve the general structure of the
source image and match the textures of the target image.
Although this task is challenging due to the limited data, the
proposed method achieves reasonable results. The SinCUT
method [53] suffers from the overfitting problem and synthe-
sizes distorted images. In contrast, the proposed method
transfers the style of the target image more faithfully and
shows fewer artifacts. Moreover, the proposed method
obtains significantly lower SIFID scores. These results show
that our synthesized images aremore similar to the real data.

We conduct a user study to validate the proposed
method. First, we use the SinCUT method [53] and our
approach to perform a total of 60 one-shot image-to-image
translation tasks. The source-target image pairs for training
are publicly available.4 Each method synthesizes 60 trans-
lated results. Then, we ask evaluators to vote for the synthe-
sized images from the SinCUT method and our approach
based on image quality. We keep the translation methods
anonymous in the evaluation. The source and target images
are provided for the evaluators as references. We distribute
questionnaires to online users and finally get valid feed-
backs from 71 human evaluators. We did not collect any pri-
vate information.

Table 7 shows the competition results. We compute the
SIFID scores and record user preferences. Then, we count

the number of times each method performs better than its
competitor and report the percentage in the table. For each
task, any method with the majority of the user votes is better
in the human evaluations. As for the SIFID score, lower is
better. The competition results show that the proposed
method generally performs better regarding both quantita-
tive evaluations and human evaluations.

5 DISCUSSION

In this work, we have verified that combining the proposed
method with additional augmentation operations, includ-
ing [7], [8], [14], [15], [16], [17], further improves model per-
formance. Incorporating recent methods that are orthogonal
to this work, e.g., the RL-based augmentations [24], [25],
may perform well. In addition, the proposed method could

Fig. 9. Image-to-image translation results from two unpaired training images. We train the translation model with one source image and one target
image. The results are synthesized by the SinCUTmethod [53] and our approach. We report Single Image Fr�echet Inception Distance [51] (SIFID,
lower is better).

TABLE 7
Our Approach versus the SinCut Method [53]

Metrics Human Evaluation

Ours > SinCut Ours < SinCut

SIFID

Ours > SinCut 83.3% 6.6%

Ours < SinCut 1.7% 8.4%

We evaluate the two methods on 60 different one-shot image-to-image transla-
tion tasks. The metrics include Single Image Fr�echet Inception Distance [51]
(SIFID) and human evaluation.4. https://github.com/luanfujun/deep-photo-styletransfer
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be easily used in the semi-supervised learning frame-
work [72], [73], [74]. We leave the study to future work.

The focus of this paper is how to generate images plausi-
ble to human visual perception. We have shown that the
proposed data augmentation method improves the sample
quality using automatic metrics [51], [63], [64], [67] and sub-
jective evaluation. However, whether or not the proposed
method is beneficial still depends on the applications. It
might be less suited for some particular applications, such
as medical imaging [75] and biology [76].

6 CONCLUSION

This article introduces a mixing-based data augmentation
method to tackle the overfitting problem of GANs. We pro-
pose to optimize the augmented samples by minimizing the
norms of the data scores. This approach prevents manifold
intrusion and produces high-quality augmented samples.
Hence, it increases the diversity of image samples, facilitat-
ing GAN training in image synthesis. In addition, the pro-
posed approach is scalable to various image synthesis tasks
and requires no data-specific fine-tuning. We demonstrate
that our method vastly improves image quality and quanti-
tative metrics in numerous tasks, especially when the train-
ing data is limited.
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